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ASSESSMENT, PLANNING AND INSTRUCTION

Anton’s planning is very good. Anton demonstrated the ability to create meaningful lessons that
challenged and encouraged the students. He incorporates the expectations, and various teaching
methodologies into his teaching and assessment. I would encourage Anton, to ensure that his lessons are
prepared well in advance, and not the night before the lesson is being presented.

His lesson plans are sequenced logically and his day plans include appropriate detail. He understands the
skills that are being taught and is able to accommodate his lessons to reach a wide variety of individuals.
Anton has developed and implemented a range of assessments, I would recommend giving students
feedback on a regular basis. He should follow up with students to ensure students complete assigned work,
and are working effectively during class time.

Anton has used both direct and student-centered methods of instruction; he created simulated labs that
were online. Anton also uses a wide variety of technology using PowerPoint, the SMART Board, a tablet,
and video clips. Anton always tried to incorporate real life examples in his teaching. He capably delivers
lessons that are appropriate to student abilities and ensures student involvement during lessons and
activities. Anton provides opportunities for questioning and inquiry and also was willing to give extra help
to students outside of class time.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Anton used positive class management strategies when dealing with individual students on a one-to- one
basis. Management of the whole class has shown steady improvement throughout the teaching block.
Anton is becoming more assertive in demonstrating effective techniques to handle off-task behaviours. He
needs to ensure that students are working on the assigned task and are not using their electronic devices at
inappropriate times. He maintained a fair and consistent maimer when dealing with individual students.

UNDERSTANDING CURRICULUM AND THE LEARNER

Anton has a good knowledge and understanding of the Ministry guidelines and Ontario curriculum. He
has developed activities that are tailored to the abilities of the students within the required curriculum. He
possesses a good general knowledge base and communicates this to the students. He demonstrated a clear
understanding of how to manage students with differing needs and how to monitor the behaviour and
working environment of the whole classroom while giving his attention to an individual or whole group.
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DIVERSITY AND EQUITY

Anton was sensitive to the needs of the wide range of academic abilities, which is present in our class. He
planned the program and seatwork activities to ensure the success of every student. Anton was able to
engage students in his lessons and was attentive to those who occasionally lost their focus. He built on the
existing structures and format of the classroom to maintain a comfortable learning environment for all.
Anton was attentive with respect to student placement, heterogeneous groupings, and differentiated
instruction.

PROFESSIONALISM

Anton presented a professional manner at all times within the classroom and school environment. Anton
demonstrated flexibility, adaptability, and initiative. He willingly accepts advice and shares his ideas and
learning experiences with other teachers. Anton was able to adapt to classroom changes in scheduling, as
often students are away. Anton actively participated in reflective practices, critically assessing his teaching
and setting goals for future endeavours. He had regular, punctual attendance.

INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOL! COMMUNITY LIFE

Anton participated in staff meetings and attended parent/teacher interview night. He interacted with
many of the staff members at lunchtime by going to the staffroom, or Friday morning at staff breakfast. He
was involved one afternoon in Taking it Global, where he was able to provide information and contacts
related to the topics being discussed.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Anton has worked on improving his time management and the pacing of lessons. This is extremely
important in the Interact program where time is valuable as all classes are shortened. Students need to be
encouraged to be on task and working during the whole period.

Anton shows enthusiasm when teaching and offers positive encouragement to students. He has planned
lessons that are engaging using a variety of sources. I wish him the best of luck in his future placements.
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